
Most Effective Way to Prepare Microsoft
MS-100 Exam

Are  you  looking  for  preparatory  material  for  the  Enterprise  Administrator  Expert  MS-100
certification exam like Microsoft  365 Identity and Services? If  yes!  Then you are on the right
platform. The CertsFire provides you with the authentic material for preparing the Microsoft MS-100
exam that is equally accepted and recognized around the globe. Microsoft MS-100 Questions are
our most popular one, which helps IT engineers and software developers to sharpen their skills.
These skills  play a vital  role in getting a job in a multinational  firm as you can easily  tackle
complicated tasks.

Enterprise Administrator Expert MS-100 questions are the certification exam organized by Microsoft
internationally. The CertsFire provides you with the correct study material according to the patterns
and syllabus of Microsoft 365 Identity and Services MS-100 dumps to cope with the required skills to
crack the Microsoft MS-100 exam on the first attempt. It not only boosts your knowledge but also
polishes your practical skills so that you can display extraordinary performance in your professional
life. The CertsFire presents its material in three layouts, one is a Enterprise Administrator Expert
MS-100  PDF questions,  and the others are desktop and web-based Microsoft MS-100 practice
software.

Real Microsoft MS-100 PDF Questions - Pass Exam with
Flying Colors:
Our Microsoft MS-100 PDF dumps include the comprehensive exam material in MCQs and short
questions in a single eBook. This version is embedded with all the topics and important questions
organized by following the Microsoft 365 Identity and Services MS-100 exam questions outline
provided by Microsoft. It helps you to understand the type of questions and the relationship between
all problems. The CertsFire always understands your necessities and provides you with a completely
portable and printable document to use anywhere, anytime. You can use it  on any device like
Windows, Mac, Linux, and even your mobile phone and tablet. This Enterprise Administrator Expert
MS-100 PDF version is easily accessible without installation, and you can use it without an internet
connection.
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Microsoft MS-100 Practice Software – Improve Your Exam-Taking Skills:

Our Microsoft MS-100 practice software elaborates all the Microsoft Exam Questions rules so that
you can solve all problems in time without violating them. The CertsFire presents two software one
is offline desktop Microsoft 365 Identity and Services MS-100 practice exam software, and the other
is online web-based Microsoft MS-100 practice test software. For desktop Enterprise Administrator
Expert MS-100 practice exam software, the internet is only required for verification. These two
Microsoft MS-100 practice test software completely simulates the real Microsoft 365 Identity and
Services MS-100 exam scenario. The software exhibits the complete environment to make you aware
of all the hurdles. The Microsoft MS-100 exam questions for practice added in the software are
carefully designed by the experts using past papers and important questions. These mock exams are
organized  in  the  actual  Enterprise  Administrator  Expert  MS-100  exam pattern  to  provide
authentic information. There is also an option to customize your Microsoft MS-100 practice exam by
selecting the questions and time limits of your choice. Desktop Microsoft 365 Identity and Services
MS-100 practice test software is only compatible with Windows PC, and the web-based Microsoft
MS-100 practice exam software can be used on all systems. The web-based Enterprise Administrator
Expert MS-100 practice test software is accessible through any search engine with a good internet
connection. You can quickly check your performance as our tracker system saves all your results.
You can try a free demo to decide whether our product is worth it.

Don’t Worry About Updates – Get Free Microsoft MS-100 Questions Updates
from CertsFire:

As your  success  is  our  priority,  it’s  essential  to  provide  you  with  each  update  regarding  the
Enterprise Administrator Expert MS-100 exam. The CertsFire offers you regular updates according
to the new published rules and patterns by Microsoft. Our Microsoft 365 Identity and Services
MS-100 exam is designed with the feedback of 90000+ professionals from all around the globe.
Besides that, our professional panel works really hard to update Microsoft MS-100 exam material
with the latest changes. CertsFire provides free updates for three months for our new customers.
Our support team is active 24/7 to help you in any matter.

CertsFire Offers 100% Money Back Guarantee on Microsoft MS-100 Exam
Questions:

Our  Microsoft  MS-100  dumps  are  simple  yet  expressive  in  that  it  presents  the  complete
circumstances you will face in the upcoming Enterprise Administrator Expert MS-100  exam
questions. Before appearing in the practical exam, it is really important to learn time management.
The CertsFire Microsoft 365 Identity and Services MS-100 exam is beneficial for setting goals and
achieving them in time. It also identifies your weak areas and improves your performance in each
attempt. We also give you a money-back guarantee in the case of failure.
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Question No. 1

Your network contains an Active Directory domain.

You deploy a Microsoft Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) tenant.

Another administrator configures the domain the synchronization to Azure AD.

You discover that 10 user accounts in an organizational unit (OU) are NOT synchronized to Azure
AD. All the other user accounts synchronized to successfully.

You review Azure AD Connect Health and discover that all the user account synchronization
completed.

You discover AD Connect Health and discover that at the user account synchronization to Azure AD.

Solution: You run idfix.exe and export the 10 user accounts.

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: B

Question No. 2

Your company has 20 employees, Each employees has a mailbox hosted in Outlook.com.

The company purchases a Microsoft 365 subcription.

You plan to migrate all the mailboxes to Microsoft 365.

You need to recommend which type of migration to use for the mailboxes.

What should recommend?

A. Cutover migration
B. Staged migration
C. IMAP migration
D. Minimal hybrid migration

Answer: C

Question No. 3

You network contains an on-premises Active Directory domain named contoso.com. The domain
contains a Microsoft Exchange Server 2019 organization.

You plan to sync the domain to Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) and to enable device writeback
and group writeback.

You need to identify which group types will sync from Azure AD.

Which two group types should you identify? Each correct answer presents a complete solution.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.



NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

A. A security groups that uses the Dynamic Device membership type.
B. An Office 365 group that uses the assigned membership type
C. A security group that uses the Dynamic User membership type
D. A security group uses the Assigned membership type
E. An Office 365 group that uses the Dynamic User membership type

Answer: B, E

Question No. 4

You have a Microsoft 365 subscription. You have a user named User1.

You need to ensure that User1 can place a hold on all mailbox content.

What permission should you assign to User1?

A. the User management administrator role from the Microsoft 365 admin center
B. the eDiscovery Manager role from the Security & Compliance admin center
C. the Information Protection administrator role from the Azure Active Directory admin center
D. the Compliance Management role from the Exchange admin center

Answer: B

Question No. 5

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in
the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might
have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution.

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these
questions will not appear in the review screen.

Your company plans to deploy several Microsoft Office 365 services.

You need to design an authentication strategy for the planned deployment. The solution must meet
the following requirements:

* Users must be able to authenticate during business hours only.

* Authentication requests must be processed successfully if a single server fails.

* When the password for an on-premises user account expires, the new password must be enforced
the next time the user signs in.

* Users who connect to Office 365 services from domain-joined devices that are connected to the
internal network must be signed in automatically.

Solution: You design an authentication strategy that uses password hash synchronization and
seamless SSO. The solution contains two servers that have an Authentication Agent installed.

A. Yes
B. No



Answer: B
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